Unsafe performance issue identified per Process Related to Students who Demonstrate Unsafe Practice. Discuss performance issues with the student and follow-up with email summary. Student must reply to email.

SECTION A-1

SECTION A-2

- Eligible to return to setting (not severe issues)?
  - YES: Ongoing evaluation of performance per course syllabus/clinical evaluation tool
  - NO: Student enters course on SPC

- Additional issues and/or continued pattern of issues?
  - YES: SPC implemented per process, to remain in place, at least, for remainder of the course
  - NO: Ongoing evaluation of performance per course syllabus/clinical evaluation tool

- SPC completed. Review shared with student and advising by email.
- Improvement in performance to at least a satisfactory level on all competencies?
  - YES: Student receives course evaluation. Grade at ≥ 60%
  - NO: Persistent, severe and/or additional issues while on SPC?
    - YES: Student receives minimal pass on course evaluation. Contract to move forward to subsequent course. SPC review completed and emailed to student and advising
    - NO: Instructor/FRP and/or Course Coordinator meet with student to review SPC and discuss strategies

- Adequate opportunity to evaluate at risk competencies?
  - YES: Student receives course evaluation. SPC moves forward to subsequent course until at risk competencies can be evaluated. SPC review completed and emailed to student and advising
  - NO: Ongoing evaluation of performance per course syllabus/clinical evaluation tool

SECTION A-3

- Persistent, severe and/or additional issues while on SPC?
  - YES: Student receives minimal pass on course evaluation. Contract to move forward to subsequent course. SPC review completed and emailed to student and advising
  - NO: Student receives failing grade on course or withdraws in lieu of failure. SPC implemented (if not already in place); to move forward to subsequent course. Email with SPC sent to student and advising

SECTION B

- Student receives failing grade on course or withdraws in lieu of failure. SPC implemented (if not already in place); to move forward to subsequent course. Email with SPC sent to student and advising